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Interview with Dr. Nalli Kuppuswami Chetti
Interviewed by V. G. Narayanan
June 28, 2014
Chennai, India
Video interview conducted in English and Tamil

VN:

Thank you for participating in this project. I thought we could start

trying to understand your family background.

NC:

Once upon a time, in the region of Andhra Pradesh, was the

Vijayanagar Empire. In the fifteenth century we were in Hampi. At that time
the Vijayanagar Empire stretched from Orissa to Nagercoil. King
Krishnadevaraya [supported] many families of weavers, carpenters, sculptors,
and practitioners of native medicine. So we moved to South India—our
forefathers moved to Kancheepuram [a small temple town 70 kilometers from
Chennai in the southern state of Tamil Nadu] and settled there. There was no
silk weaving then. It started just about 200 years ago. Till then people wore
cotton saris only.

VN:

The name “Nalli,” where does that come from?
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NC:

The Hindus have “Gotrams”—identity of descendance. As the offspring

through generations spread to far-flung [places], this identity prevents
marriages between brotherly and sisterly relationships.

Many years ago—I think it was 1970—I visited Shankara Mutt [to
meet] the Kanchi Shankaracharya [Venerable Hindu Pontiff]; the Periyaval [a
great sage of Kanchipuram] was on his way to Kalavai. He was camping in a
village called Moranam. We had the darshnam [an opportunity of seeing a
holy person] of him there. He asked my uncle, “What is that name, Nalli?” My
uncle told him that was the family name. He told my uncle, “You please go
two miles, take a right turn, and see the village named Nalli.” Immediately we
went to that village. It had only three streets. One of the names of the street
was Agraharam. Only twenty to thirty houses were there. The name of the
village was “Nalli.” Maybe [our name comes] from that village... Generally
Periyaval wouldn’t tell the full story. We have to take cues from his references
and proceed.

VN:

And so your family is a family of weavers who came to

Kancheepuram…
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NC:

Because there are so many “Chettiars”—Tamil speaking, Telugu and

Kannada speaking. And our caste is Saliyar. Saliyar has two groups. One is
Padma Saliyar and the other is Pattu Saliyar. Padma Saliyars are those who had
a darshnam of Lord Shiva. Because Shiva

tiger’s
. They presented a cloth to

Lord Shiva woven using the fiber in lotus stem. So they are called Padma
Saliyar. “Padmam” means “Thamarai” [lotus flower]. Our community is
comprised of weavers only. In all of India, in any state—Maharashtra, Gujarat
handloom, power-looms agencies—you can see our people. Our family is
traditionally weavers only. In all of Andhra Pradesh, in each and every village,
ask any weaver you see, he may be a Padma Saliyar. We came and settled
permanently in Kancheepuram. And our main business was weaving silk saris.

VN:

You said silk sari weaving started only about 200 years ago. How did it

start?

NC:

Before that they used to wear only cotton saris; and cotton dhotis

[traditional men’s attire]. I think I do not know the history about that. But at
one point of time, i.e. 150 years ago—I read these details in the book written
by Prema Srinivasan of TVS—maybe some demand arose for pure silk saris. In
those days if they wanted pure silk saris, they had to buy them from Varanasi,
i.e. Banaras. So they started to make them here. One special thing about
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Kancheepuram was—generally in Varanasi they didn’t have that—we call it
korvai. Korvai means the body of the sari may be red and the border of the
color may be green. It was a very specialized [talent]. And the warp is too
technical. Generally at the time of marriage they used to sit on the jamukkalam
[carpet]. Even two or three times, when they sit on the floor wearing that sari,
it wouldn’t [crinkle]. It was just like a polyester sari. That quality is only
available in Kancheepuram. And it is in very difficult designs. Those are grand
designs, particularly for wedding saris. They are great experts in
Kancheepuram, the weavers.

VN:

And the business—“Nalli Chinnasamy Chetty”—was that started by

your grandfather or father?

NC:

Grandfather. My grandfather’s father was also a weaver. For many

years they worked as weavers. “Weavers” means there may be one master
weaver. Under the master weaver there may be ten or twenty weavers. Just
like that my grandfather was also a weaver. In 1911 one big thing happened.
In Kancheepuram there are small settlements—Reddipet, Sevur, Olavurpet,
and like that. And only rich people, like teachers, principals, advocates,
doctors, lived on the main road. In 1911 my grandfather decided to shift from
the hamlet to the main road. That was No. 2 Chetty Street. That was the first
shift he made. So, we came to Madras [now renamed Chennai] City.
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Two or three things I want to say about that. In Kancheepuram, one part
was called Vishnu Kanchi; that is the Perumal Temple or Chinna
Kancheepuram. The other part was called Siva Kanchi or Periya
Kancheepuram. That is the Kamatchi Amman Temple, Ekambaranathar
Temple and Sankara Matha. I am talking about 1905–06. Generally people
who visit Kancheepuram, visit both temples—Kamatchi Amman Temple and
Varadaraja Perumal Temple. If they want to go to Varadaraja Perumal Temple
they have to go via Chetty Street and then take Sannathi Street, the street
leading to temple. Our grandfather’s house was on No. 2 Chetty Street. As it
was on the way, after having darshan [sprititual visit] at the temple, the next
thing they may say [is], “We want to buy silk saris,” because Kancheepuram
was famous for silk saris.
At that time there were three big manufacturers. Very big means each
manufacturer had two thousand looms.

P. S. Kandasamy Sir, Avalur

Duraisamy Iyengar, and Vakkiya Krishna Mudaliyar were the three very big
manufacturers. My grandfather had a name for his quality. And then he [his
shop] was available on the way. It was not necessary to go through a small
street—on the main road itself there was the weaver. At that time his name was
Chinnasamy. So they would come and give the order to him. In that way he
developed the business. Another thing I would like to add.
My grandfather usually would take three days to get one sari ready.
Before that I want to tell one more thing. In the year 1911 he was a weaver
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under another master weaver. In that particular year, India’s capital was shifted
from Calcutta to New Delhi. Our Rashtrapati Bhavan—in those days [it] was
called Viceroy’s House—they celebrated that occasion. King George IV
visited India. After visiting Delhi he came to Chennai also. In honor of his
visit, the committee in Madras City wanted to give him some presentation
[gift]. Tamil Nadu is famous for weaving, particularly for silks. That particular
silk was famous in Kancheepuram. So they wanted to present one
Kancheepuram sari or one cloth; an upper cloth. So they made one special
design for that purpose. That was called “Durbar Border”—Coronation Border.
They came to my grandfather’s master weaver. They gave that order to my
grandfather, because he was very particular about quality. At that time he
didn’t know that particular cloth was going to be presented to the Emperor. It
was presented to the Emperor and he [my grandfather] was told that they
appreciated the cloth. My grandfather used to tell us that he had a very big
honor. At that time he didn’t know about that and he was an ordinary weaver.
First thing, other people got to know there was a weaver and his quality
was very good. Second, most of the customers who were visiting
Kancheepuram would give orders to my grandfather’s loom. That was in
1916–17. Most of our customers came from Mylapore [a neighborhood in
Chennai]. In those days, judges, advocates, doctors—all [the] famous people
lived in Mylapore. In 1946 Mr. Vasan made one film. The name of the film
was “Miss Malini.” One girl in that film sang a lyric: “Mylapore vakkil athu
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mattu ponnu aven” [I will marry into a Mylapore advocate’s family]. So the
famous and rich people used to live in Mylapore. That’s the trend even now.
If you wanted to go to Madras there was only the train; not the electric
train but the usual train. There were no buses [in] those days. For people who
wanted to go to Mylapore, the nearest railway station was Mambalam. Even
now the station’s name is Mambalam. In the year 1916 there was no T. Nagar
[Theagaraya Nagar; a neighborhood in Chennai]. In that area there was a very
big, long lake. It was called the Long Lake. It started from Mambalam station
and stretched up to Loyola College. So people had to walk up to Teynampet
and after Teynampet they might be able to get buses. But people would walk
right up to Mylapore. We used to deliver saris and get some fresh orders. They
would give orders for a brother’s marriage or a sister’s marriage. We used to
come once every week or every fifteen days to deliver those saris. It was in
1916 that those things were happening.
In 1923, the British government filled up that lake and Raja Panagal
came and inaugurated T. Nagar. So the park was called by his name, as
“Panagal Park.” At that time, the ruling party was the Justice Party and the
founder was Sir P. Theagaraya Chettiyar. His name was given to the
Theagaraya Nagar [T. Nagar]. After that my father started to get orders
frequently; i.e., once in a week, then twice a week and later thrice a week. So
he couldn’t concentrate on weaving there. He wanted to open a depot in
Chennai. Every week they would bring in the saris to Chennai and sell them
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from that house-cum-depot. For placing orders, it was not necessary for
customers to go to Kancheepuram.
They would give the order at branch No.13 on Mangesh Street,
Chennai. Now the number is 7. In those days it was very interesting. They
didn’t know the flat systems then. We were in one portion of that house and
another portion was occupied by another family. There was a common kitchen.
We would go cook and then remove all our vessels. And they, too, would go,
cook there, and do the same. That was in 1928. I want to tell you another thing
about T. Nagar. Anyway, it is not related to business. In the year 1929, one
day my aunt heard a sound near the gate. She came to the veranda; one fox was
climbing on the gate. That was the living condition in T. Nagar in those days.
We didn’t know that T. Nagar was going to be a very big market in India. But
by God’s grace we selected T. Nagar and we are getting good business now.

VN:

When did you first get into business? When did you get started?

NC:

I joined the business in 1956. From 1946 onwards I used to go to our

shop after finishing my homework. Because in those days one sari’s cost was
12 rupees, [the cost] of a nine-yard sari was 18 rupees. If the sales crossed 100
rupees my father used to offer me one ice cream. So I would finish my home
work by 7 to 7:30 p.m. and go to the shop. In 1953 my father passed away. At
that time my age was twelve and I was in 4th form, i.e., 9th standard. I had to
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leave the school after the final exams in 1956. On the 16th of March, 1956, I
came and joined the business.

VN:

And was it always your dream to join the business or since you were

younger and wanted to...?

NC:

Yes, yes. Because ours was just like the old system. Even now if you

see in Connaught Place, when the British people built that Connaught Place
area, the ground floor was for business and the first floor was for residence.
Now, only they changed it by amending the Municipal Corporation Act. Just
like that our business was in the front portion and residence in the back portion.
So all of us, in 1951, we came to this particular building. After the year 1946
also I used to come to the shop every day in the evening after 7:30 p.m. I was
attached to this and I liked this business very much.
Someone would say: “Why don’t you start another business where you
can get more profit, I mean more money?” But I was getting more job
satisfaction there. If I went to the shop in the morning, I didn’t know when it
was evening: 4 o’clock, 6 o’clock, or 8 o’clock. Even after finishing my work
in the shop by 11, 11:30 p.m., I used to take along with me the files to my
house and continue to work until 1 o’clock also, without getting tired. Because
I like my profession very much. And I think that my place is a temple.
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VN:

Are there key things like regulation or incidents that really changed

everything? And in your memory, if you think of your career from 1956
onwards,

NC:

what

would

you

say

are

the

key

incidents?

Certainly. The first thing was, when my grandfather came from a

hamlet to No. 2 Chetty Street, he did not know that he would get orders from
customers coming from Madras. Because the shop was on the way, they would
give the orders to him. He didn’t know that would happen. At that time, until
1911, after weaving, he used to give the saris to the master weaver. They
would then sell them to the retailers. After 1916, he started getting orders from
the customers. After making them ready he would deliver them to Madras.
There were no middlemen. That was just one step forward from the weaver to a
wholesaler. He came to that wholesaler’s position.
After that all his customers came from Mylapore. To go to Mylapore,
the easiest way was to get [off] at the Mambalam railway station and then go to
Mylapore.
So he selected T. Nagar, because that was the place very near Mylapore
and very near the railway station, also. He didn’t know that T. Nagar was going
to be a very big market. That was in 1928 that the second good thing happened.
Generally ladies used to come for [sari] selection. In the year 1934 an entire
family came with a customer. The head of the family told my uncle, “See, you
are in a residential area. If they [people] were going to the bazaar, and saw
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something new in the showcase of a shop, they might enter the shop and buy.
So to get more customers you may want to go to a bazaar.” So on January 27,
1935, my uncle decided to move into [a] place [at] No. 5, the next building.

VN:

NC:

It was very near the railway station, on Mangesh Street, T .Nagar; and

then on Usman Road. That was the road on the southern side of the Panagal
Park. That was also T. Nagar. After we came to that place, business started to
slowly go up. And then, the third [thing]—in 1939, the Second World War
started. At that time all the shops and almost all the schools except essential
services like the courts, police station, and some other things, were closed
down. Almost everyone left the city and went to their own villages. At the time
of [the] world war [in 1943], the bomb had fallen on the High Court building.
Even the High Court was shifted to T. Nagar in the Holy Angels Convent. It
lasted 21 days.
At that time one of my customers, a Madhwa, came to my shop and
asked my father, Narayanaswamy, if he wanted to go to Kancheepuram or to
stay in Chennai. My father said that he had not yet decided. He told my father,
“You please don’t go; I will give you a picture.” Then he gave a picture to my
father. That was of Mantralayam Raghavendra Swamy. Even today the picture
is in our shop. He said, “You please have this in your shop; nothing will
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happen.” So my father decided to be here. At that time one person from
Tondiarpet visited our shop and he made the purchase of one dhoti. He had to
come all the way from Tondiarpet to T. Nagar. No other shops were open. That
was a very big advertisement for our shop. In those days, there was no media
or anything else. One person may tell another person and like that. [People
relied on word of mouth.] So within 21 days, the entire city came to know that
there was one shop called “Nalli Chinnasamy Chetty” [that was open].
That was in 1939. In the year 1948, my father and grandfather began to
run businesses separately.

My grandfather was a man of principles. He

wouldn’t take loans from banks. Using his own capital, he was managing with
a limited turnover. My father also couldn’t do anything at that time. After
partition, my father became the sole proprietor. He started to take some bank
loans and improved the business. We started the business in 1928; and in 1948,
after twenty years, our turnover was Rs 212,000. But, nearly 75 percent of the
sales were on credit. One sari cost 18 rupees. Every month my father would go
for collection. He would collect 5 rupees or so per month. People would settle
the amount within four months. It was like that. Money was so valued at that
time. After 1948 the sales grew. We were in need of space. So, we moved to
the present premises, 9 Nageswearan Road, this next building, in 1951. The
building was bought by my father and we shifted there. After we came to the
new building, where we are living now, we became number one in sales.
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After two years, in 1953, my father died. One important thing I want to
tell you in general about the silk sari trades in Madras city. I had written an
article in the newspaper The Hindu in 1995. That was about silk sari sales in
Madras city from 1895 to 1995.
In 1895, T. Nagar was not there. If you wanted to buy a wedding sari
you had to go all the way to Nainiyappa Naicken Street, in George Town.
There were two to three shops only. Then the market shifted from there to
Chindradripet in 1915. And in 1929 the market shifted again.

K. K.

Venkatrama Chetty and other shops shifted from there to Triplicane. In 1939
they came to Mylapore: Radha Silk House, Shivaram, Sampoorna Sastri; all of
them were old shops. Since then, from 1895 to 1951, within roughly fifty-five
years, the market had moved from George Town, Chindadripet, Triplicane, and
Mylapore. But having moved to T. Nagar, [the] silk market stays steady in T.
Nagar, though of late we and others have set up branches in other parts of the
city.
Now we are in 2014. So for the last sixty-five years the market has
settled in one place. Maybe this is by God’s grace or you may call it by great
people’s blessings. In the past sixty-three years, the market didn’t move to any
other place. And one more thing; it was also not connected to our trade. Just
four years back you may be aware of Akshaya Tritiya [an auspicious period for
Hindus]. If you buy something on that particular day, then throughout the year
[you would be buying more of the same]. If you buy a sari you will be
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fortunate to buy more saris [in that year]; if you buy some gold ornaments, you
will buy more ornaments [in that year]; like that. So they conducted one survey
in all metro cities inclusive of Mumbai, Delhi, Calcutta, Hyderabad, and
Chennai. The highest sale was in Madras City. That too [was] in T. Nagar and
Usman Road. Mumbai is a very big market. [But despite that] the largest sale
was in Madras City. If you see, once upon a time, nobody was there in the city.
I saw it myself that there was one house and then after half a furlong there
might be another house. After 7:30 p.m., generally people won’t go alone on
Usman Road.

VN:

All these changes—T. Nagar was the choice that you made or your

family made to settle there and to open a shop. Are there things that the
government changed or regulations or rules that impacted your business?

NC:

Yes. Up to 1952, the old Madras Presidency included all of Tamil

Nadu, all of Andhra Pradesh, South Canara, and North Malabar. It was a very
big presidency. The customers from all those places, they used to come to the
capital. The capital was Madras. All of Andhra Pradesh customers, especially
coastal Andhra, preferred to come to our shop only. When Andhra was
separated, only coastal Andhra, i.e., the Nellore District and Krishna District,
people used to come to Madras.
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Now they go to Hyderabad. So we lost some percentage of customers.
Similarly, people from South Canara used to buy only from us. Now they go to
Bangalore. People from North Malabar go to Ernakulam. And so like that. I
lost some customer from those places. But as population increases, sales get
adjusted. I can’t find any shortfall in the business anyway. I know those people
well. They stopped coming to our shop after that partition [of the Madras
presidency]. Maybe they wanted to select saris from the nearby market.
Vijayawada is very near; Hyderabad is the capital. Like that, they used to buy
there. That is the one thing.
And the second thing, by God’s grace we have no sales tax for our
products. But once upon a time there was sales tax. When a customer, even
myself, buys a product for 100 rupees, after adding the tax, the bill amount
may be Rs 104. Generally we would bargain to tick off that 4 rupees; I will pay
Rs 100. So, when we charge some tax, even VAT, it may affect the business.
The government removed that. It helped us. I think it was twenty years back, if
a silk sari was made on a power loom, we had to pay tax. So we pleaded with
the government and had the tax revoked. Then the power loom silk saris also
picked up very well. Otherwise, on power loom saris, 10 percent tax was
applicable. People would go to Karnataka and buy saris there. Later, we
improved our power looms saris here. Generally there is no government
interference in this business, because they want to help the hand loom weavers
and the hand loom merchants.
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VN:

Do you think you have lost an opportunity to expand to these states like

Hyderabad or North Malabar or other places? How come you didn’t open
branches in those cities?

NC:

At that time?

VN:

At that time only. Now I know you have branches.

NC:

At that time [it was] not possible. I was the only son. When my father

died in 1953, I was only fourteen or fifteen years old. There was no other
person [to manage another shop]. You see, ours is a conservative family. If
there is a shop, my father used to say, one proprietor must be there. There may
be some relatives, family members, present there. At that time I had no idea
about that and at that age I had no confidence. After my sons came into the
business, we opened shops in other states, also. Up to 1985, there was only one
shop because my grandfather used to tell me, “See, if you go to the shop at
8:30 in the morning you have to be there until closing time; and you are only
allowed to go to take meals or coffee. Otherwise you should be there only.” If
it is like that, then you can’t open a showroom because I have to spend all the
time in the showroom. Even now I am spending maximum time in my shop.
Now my sons and granddaughter, they are looking after other branches.
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VN:

What about other expansions that you thought about: going into

something related to silks, maybe other kinds of apparel or fabrics?

NC:

One thing that happened in my father’s and grandfather’s time was the

Second World War, between 1939 and 1945. At that time, they were selling
one sari at 18 rupees and it went up to 140 rupees; nearly seven times more.
They got huge profits at that time. Indeed, they saw much more money in a
year or two at that time. So they went into [the] cinema business: distributing
pictures [films], also in Rangoon [earlier name for Yangon in Myanmar]. In
those days, Afghanistan, Pakistan, West Bengal, Burma, Ceylon, and India all
had one parliament in Delhi. So going to Rangoon was just like going to
Mumbai or Calcutta. When they sent the films [from] here to Rangoon, the
Second World War started. The ship didn’t reach the Rangoon port. Whatever
capital they put into the business was totally gone. After that, my father was
against starting any business not related to our [main] business. We were doing
silk sari retail business only.

VN:
more successful.

you have been much
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Interview with Dr. Nalli Kuppuswami Chetti
Interviewed by V. G. Narayanan
June 28, 2014
Chennai, India
Video interview conducted in English and Tamil
English translation of original English and Tamil transcript

VN:

Thank you for participating in this project. I thought we could start

trying to understand your family background.

NC:

Once upon a time, in the region of Andhra Pradesh, was the

Vijayanagar Empire. In the fifteenth century we were in Hampi. At that time
the Vijayanagar Empire stretched from Orissa to Nagercoil. King
Krishnadevaraya [supported] many families of weavers, carpenters, sculptors,
and practitioners of native medicine. So we moved to South India—our
forefathers moved to Kancheepuram [a small temple town 70 kilometers from
Chennai in the southern state of Tamil Nadu] and settled there. There was no
silk weaving then. It started just about 200 years ago. Till then people wore
cotton saris only.

VN:

The name “Nalli,” where does that come from?
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NC:

The Hindus have “Gotrams”—identity of descendance. As the offspring

through generations spread to far-flung [places], this identity prevents
marriages between brotherly and sisterly relationships. Just like that, in Andhra
Pradesh each family has a name; I belong to the Nalli family. Many years
ago—I think it was 1970—I visited Shankara Mutt [to meet] the Kanchi
Shankaracharya [Venerable Hindu Pontiff]; the Periyaval [a great sage of
Kanchipuram] was on his way to Kalavai. He was camping in a village called
Moranam. We had the darshnam [an opportunity of seeing a holy person] of
him there. He asked my uncle, “What is that name, Nalli?” My uncle told him
that was the family name. He told my uncle, “You please go two miles, take a
right turn, and see the village named Nalli.” Immediately we went to that
village. It had only three streets. One of the names of the street was
Agraharam. Only twenty to thirty houses were there. The name of the village
was “Nalli.” Maybe [our name comes] from that village... Generally Periyaval
wouldn’t tell the full story. We have to take cues from his references and
proceed.

VN:

And so your family is a family of weavers who came to

Kancheepuram…

NC:

Because there are so many “Chettiars”—Tamil speaking, Telugu and

Kannada speaking. And our caste is Saliyar. Saliyar has two groups. One is
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Padma Saliyar and the other is Pattu Saliyar. Padma Saliyars are those who had
a darshnam of Lord Shiva. They presented a cloth to Lord Shiva woven using
the fiber in lotus stem. So they are called Padma Saliyar. “Padmam” means
“Thamarai” [lotus flower]. Our community is comprised of weavers only. In all
of India, in any state—Maharashtra, Gujarat handloom, power-looms
agencies—you can see our people. Our family is traditionally weavers only. In
all of Andhra Pradesh, in each and every village, ask any weaver you see, he
may be a Padma Saliyar. We came and settled permanently in Kancheepuram.
And our main business was weaving silk saris.

VN:

You said silk sari weaving started only about 200 years ago. How did it

start?

NC:

Before that they used to wear only cotton saris; and cotton dhotis

[traditional men’s attire]. I think I do not know the history about that. But at
one point of time, i.e. 150 years ago—I read these details in the book written
by Prema Srinivasan of TVS—maybe some demand arose for pure silk saris. In
those days if they wanted pure silk saris, they had to buy them from Varanasi,
i.e. Banaras. So they started to make them here. One special thing about
Kancheepuram was—generally in Varanasi they didn’t have that—we call it
korvai. Korvai means the body of the sari may be red and the border of the
color may be green. It was a very specialized [talent]. And the warp is too
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technical. Generally at the time of marriage they used to sit on the jamukkalam
[carpet]. Even two or three times, when they sit on the floor wearing that sari,
it wouldn’t [crinkle]. It was just like a polyester sari. That quality is only
available in Kancheepuram. And it is in very difficult designs. Those are grand
designs, particularly for wedding saris. They are great experts in
Kancheepuram, the weavers.

VN:

And the business—“Nalli Chinnasamy Chetty”—was that started by

your grandfather or father?

NC:

Grandfather. My grandfather’s father was also a weaver. For many

years they worked as weavers. “Weavers” means there may be one master
weaver. Under the master weaver there may be ten or twenty weavers. Just
like that my grandfather was also a weaver. In 1911 one big thing happened.
In Kancheepuram there are small settlements—Reddipet, Sevur, Olavurpet,
and like that. And only rich people, like

teachers, principals, advocates,

doctors, lived on the main road. In 1911 my grandfather decided to shift from
the hamlet to the main road. That was No. 2 Chetty Street. That was the first
shift he made. So, we came to Madras [now renamed Chennai] City.
Two or three things I want to say about that. In Kancheepuram, one part
was called Vishnu Kanchi; that is the Perumal Temple or Chinna
Kancheepuram. The other part was called Siva Kanchi or Periya
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Kancheepuram. That is the Kamatchi Amman Temple, Ekambaranathar
Temple and Sankara Matha. I am talking about 1905–06. Generally people
who visit Kancheepuram, visit both temples—Kamatchi Amman Temple and
Varadaraja Perumal Temple. If they want to go to Varadaraja Perumal Temple
they have to go via Chetty Street and then take Sannathi Street, the street
leading to temple. Our grandfather’s house was on No. 2 Chetty Street. As it
was on the way, after having darshan [sprititual visit] at the temple, the next
thing they may say [is], “We want to buy silk saris,” because Kancheepuram
was famous for silk saris.
At that time there were three big manufacturers. Very big means each
manufacturer had two thousand looms.

P. S. Kandasamy Sir, Avalur

Duraisamy Iyengar, and Vakkiya Krishna Mudaliyar were the three very big
manufacturers. My grandfather had a name for his quality. And then he [his
shop] was available on the way. It was not necessary to go through a small
street—on the main road itself there was the weaver. At that time his name was
Chinnasamy. So they would come and give the order to him. In that way he
developed the business. Another thing I would like to add.
My grandfather usually would take three days to get one sari ready.
Before that I want to tell one more thing. In the year 1911 he was a weaver
under another master weaver. In that particular year, India’s capital was shifted
from Calcutta to New Delhi. Our Rashtrapati Bhavan—in those days [it] was
called Viceroy’s House—they celebrated that occasion. King George IV
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visited India. After visiting Delhi he came to Chennai also. In honor of his
visit, the committee in Madras City wanted to give him some presentation
[gift]. Tamil Nadu is famous for weaving, particularly for silks. That particular
silk was famous in Kancheepuram. So they wanted to present one
Kancheepuram sari or one cloth; an upper cloth. So they made one special
design for that purpose. That was called “Durbar Border”—Coronation Border.
They came to my grandfather’s master weaver. They gave that order to my
grandfather, because he was very particular about quality. At that time he
didn’t know that particular cloth was going to be presented to the Emperor. It
was presented to the Emperor and he [my grandfather] was told that they
appreciated the cloth. My grandfather used to tell us that he had a very big
honor. At that time he didn’t know about that and he was an ordinary weaver.
First thing, other people got to know there was a weaver and his quality
was very good. Second, most of the customers who were visiting
Kancheepuram would give orders to my grandfather’s loom. That was in
1916–17. Most of our customers came from Mylapore [a neighborhood in
Chennai]. In those days, judges, advocates, doctors—all [the] famous people
lived in Mylapore. In 1946 Mr. Vasan made one film. The name of the film
was “Miss Malini.” One girl in that film sang a lyric: “Mylapore vakkil athu
mattu ponnu aven” [I will marry into a Mylapore advocate’s family]. So the
famous and rich people used to live in Mylapore. That’s the trend even now.
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If you wanted to go to Madras there was only the train; not the electric
train but the usual train. There were no buses [in] those days. For people who
wanted to go to Mylapore, the nearest railway station was Mambalam. Even
now the station’s name is Mambalam. In the year 1916 there was no T. Nagar
[Theagaraya Nagar; a neighborhood in Chennai]. In that area there was a very
big, long lake. It was called the Long Lake. It started from Mambalam station
and stretched up to Loyola College. So people had to walk up to Teynampet
and after Teynampet they might be able to get buses. But people would walk
right up to Mylapore. We used to deliver saris and get some fresh orders. They
would give orders for a brother’s marriage or a sister’s marriage. We used to
come once every week or every fifteen days to deliver those saris. It was in
1916 that those things were happening.
In 1923, the British government filled up that lake and Raja Panagal
came and inaugurated T. Nagar. So the park was called by his name, as
“Panagal Park.” At that time, the ruling party was the Justice Party and the
founder was Sir P. Theagaraya Chettiyar. His name was given to the
Theagaraya Nagar [T. Nagar]. After that my father started to get orders
frequently; i.e., once in a week, then twice a week and later thrice a week. So
he couldn’t concentrate on weaving there. He wanted to open a depot in
Chennai. Every week they would bring in the saris to Chennai and sell them
from that house-cum-depot. For placing orders, it was not necessary for
customers to go to Kancheepuram.
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They would give the order at branch No.13 on Mangesh Street,
Chennai. Now the number is 7. In those days it was very interesting. They
didn’t know the flat systems then. We were in one portion of that house and
another portion was occupied by another family. There was a common kitchen.
We would go cook and then remove all our vessels. And they, too, would go,
cook there, and do the same. That was in 1928. I want to tell you another thing
about T. Nagar. Anyway, it is not related to business. In the year 1929, one
day my aunt heard a sound near the gate. She came to the veranda; one fox was
climbing on the gate. That was the living condition in T. Nagar in those days.
We didn’t know that T. Nagar was going to be a very big market in India. But
by God’s grace we selected T. Nagar and we are getting good business now.

VN:

When did you first get into business? When did you get started?

NC:

I joined the business in 1956. From 1946 onwards I used to go to our

shop after finishing my homework. Because in those days one sari’s cost was
12 rupees, [the cost] of a nine-yard sari was 18 rupees. If the sales crossed 100
rupees my father used to offer me one ice cream. So I would finish my home
work by 7 to 7:30 p.m. and go to the shop. In 1953 my father passed away. At
that time my age was twelve and I was in 4th form, i.e., 9th standard. I had to
leave the school after the final exams in 1956. On the 16th of March, 1956, I
came and joined the business.
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VN:

And was it always your dream to join the business or since you were

younger and wanted to...?

NC:

Yes, yes. Because ours was just like the old system. Even now if you

see in Connaught Place, when the British people built that Connaught Place
area, the ground floor was for business and the first floor was for residence.
Now, only they changed it by amending the Municipal Corporation Act. Just
like that our business was in the front portion and residence in the back portion.
So all of us, in 1951, we came to this particular building. After the year 1946
also I used to come to the shop every day in the evening after 7:30 p.m. I was
attached to this and I liked this business very much.
Someone would say: “Why don’t you start another business where you
can get more profit, I mean more money?” But I was getting more job
satisfaction there. If I went to the shop in the morning, I didn’t know when it
was evening: 4 o’clock, 6 o’clock, or 8 o’clock. Even after finishing my work
in the shop by 11, 11:30 p.m., I used to take along with me the files to my
house and continue to work until 1 o’clock also, without getting tired. Because
I like my profession very much. And I think that my place is a temple.
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VN:

Are there key things like regulation or incidents that really changed

everything? And in your memory, if you think of your career from 1956
onwards, what would you say are the key incidents?

NC:

Certainly. The first thing was, when my grandfather came from a

hamlet to No. 2 Chetty Street, he did not know that he would get orders from
customers coming from Madras. Because the shop was on the way, they would
give the orders to him. He didn’t know that would happen. At that time, until
1911, after weaving, he used to give the saris to the master weaver. They
would then sell them to the retailers. After 1916, he started getting orders from
the customers. After making them ready he would deliver them to Madras.
There were no middlemen. That was just one step forward from the weaver to a
wholesaler. He came to that wholesaler’s position.
After that all his customers came from Mylapore. To go to Mylapore,
the easiest way was to get [off] at the Mambalam railway station and then go to
Mylapore.
So he selected T. Nagar, because that was the place very near Mylapore
and very near the railway station, also. He didn’t know that T. Nagar was going
to be a very big market. That was in 1928 that the second good thing happened.
Generally ladies used to come for [sari] selection. In the year 1934 an entire
family came with a customer. The head of the family told my uncle, “See, you
are in a residential area. If they [people] were going to the bazaar, and saw
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something new in the showcase of a shop, they might enter the shop and buy.
So to get more customers you may want to go to a bazaar.” So on January 27,
1935, my uncle decided to move into [a] place [at] No. 5, the next building.

VN:

The one in town? Or in Panagal Park?

NC:

It was very near the railway station, on Mangesh Street, T .Nagar; and

then on Usman Road. That was the road on the southern side of the Panagal
Park. That was also T. Nagar. After we came to that place, business started to
slowly go up. And then, the third [thing]—in 1939, the Second World War
started. At that time all the shops and almost all the schools except essential
services like the courts, police station, and some other things, were closed
down. Almost everyone left the city and went to their own villages. At the time
of [the] world war [in 1943], the bomb had fallen on the High Court building.
Even the High Court was shifted to T. Nagar in the Holy Angels Convent. It
lasted 21 days.
At that time one of my customers, a Madhwa, came to my shop and
asked my father, Narayanaswamy, if he wanted to go to Kancheepuram or to
stay in Chennai. My father said that he had not yet decided. He told my father,
“You please don’t go; I will give you a picture.” Then he gave a picture to my
father. That was of Mantralayam Raghavendra Swamy. Even today the picture
is in our shop. He said, “You please have this in your shop; nothing will
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happen.” So my father decided to be here. At that time one person from
Tondiarpet visited our shop and he made the purchase of one dhoti. He had to
come all the way from Tondiarpet to T. Nagar. No other shops were open. That
was a very big advertisement for our shop. In those days, there was no media
or anything else. One person may tell another person and like that. [People
relied on word of mouth.] So within 21 days, the entire city came to know that
there was one shop called “Nalli Chinnasamy Chetty” [that was open].
That was in 1939. In the year 1948, my father and grandfather began to
run businesses separately.

My grandfather was a man of principles. He

wouldn’t take loans from banks. Using his own capital, he was managing with
a limited turnover. My father also couldn’t do anything at that time. After
partition, my father became the sole proprietor. He started to take some bank
loans and improved the business. We started the business in 1928; and in 1948,
after twenty years, our turnover was Rs 212,000. But, nearly 75 percent of the
sales were on credit. One sari cost 18 rupees. Every month my father would go
for collection. He would collect 5 rupees or so per month. People would settle
the amount within four months. It was like that. Money was so valued at that
time. After 1948 the sales grew. We were in need of space. So, we moved to
the present premises, 9 Nageswearan Road, this next building, in 1951. The
building was bought by my father and we shifted there. After we came to the
new building, where we are living now, we became number one in sales.
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After two years, in 1953, my father died. One important thing I want to
tell you in general about the silk sari trades in Madras city. I had written an
article in the newspaper The Hindu in 1995. That was about silk sari sales in
Madras city from 1895 to 1995.
In 1895, T. Nagar was not there. If you wanted to buy a wedding sari
you had to go all the way to Nainiyappa Naicken Street, in George Town.
There were two to three shops only. Then the market shifted from there to
Chindradripet in 1915. And in 1929 the market shifted again.

K. K.

Venkatrama Chetty and other shops shifted from there to Triplicane. In 1939
they came to Mylapore: Radha Silk House, Shivaram, Sampoorna Sastri; all of
them were old shops. Since then, from 1895 to 1951, within roughly fifty-five
years, the market had moved from George Town, Chindadripet, Triplicane, and
Mylapore. But having moved to T. Nagar, [the] silk market stays steady in T.
Nagar, though of late we and others have set up branches in other parts of the
city.
Now we are in 2014. So for the last sixty-five years the market has
settled in one place. Maybe this is by God’s grace or you may call it by great
people’s blessings. In the past sixty-three years, the market didn’t move to any
other place. And one more thing; it was also not connected to our trade. Just
four years back you may be aware of Akshaya Tritiya [an auspicious period for
Hindus]. If you buy something on that particular day, then throughout the year
[you would be buying more of the same]. If you buy a sari you will be
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fortunate to buy more saris [in that year]; if you buy some gold ornaments, you
will buy more ornaments [in that year]; like that. So they conducted one survey
in all metro cities inclusive of Mumbai, Delhi, Calcutta, Hyderabad, and
Chennai. The highest sale was in Madras City. That too [was] in T. Nagar and
Usman Road. Mumbai is a very big market. [But despite that] the largest sale
was in Madras City. If you see, once upon a time, nobody was there in the city.
I saw it myself that there was one house and then after half a furlong there
might be another house. After 7:30 p.m., generally people won’t go alone on
Usman Road.

VN:

All these changes—T. Nagar was the choice that you made or your

family made to settle there and to open a shop. Are there things that the
government changed or regulations or rules that impacted your business?

NC:

Yes. Up to 1952, the old Madras Presidency included all of Tamil

Nadu, all of Andhra Pradesh, South Canara, and North Malabar. It was a very
big presidency. The customers from all those places, they used to come to the
capital. The capital was Madras. All of Andhra Pradesh customers, especially
coastal Andhra, preferred to come to our shop only. When Andhra was
separated, only coastal Andhra, i.e., the Nellore District and Krishna District,
people used to come to Madras.
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Now they go to Hyderabad. So we lost some percentage of customers.
Similarly, people from South Canara used to buy only from us. Now they go to
Bangalore. People from North Malabar go to Ernakulam. And so like that. I
lost some customer from those places. But as population increases, sales get
adjusted. I can’t find any shortfall in the business anyway. I know those people
well. They stopped coming to our shop after that partition [of the Madras
presidency]. Maybe they wanted to select saris from the nearby market.
Vijayawada is very near; Hyderabad is the capital. Like that, they used to buy
there. That is the one thing.
And the second thing, by God’s grace we have no sales tax for our
products. But once upon a time there was sales tax. When a customer, even
myself, buys a product for 100 rupees, after adding the tax, the bill amount
may be Rs 104. Generally we would bargain to tick off that 4 rupees; I will pay
Rs 100. So, when we charge some tax, even VAT, it may affect the business.
The government removed that. It helped us. I think it was twenty years back, if
a silk sari was made on a power loom, we had to pay tax. So we pleaded with
the government and had the tax revoked. Then the power loom silk saris also
picked up very well. Otherwise, on power loom saris, 10 percent tax was
applicable. People would go to Karnataka and buy saris there. Later, we
improved our power looms saris here. Generally there is no government
interference in this business, because they want to help the hand loom weavers
and the hand loom merchants.
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VN:

Do you think you have lost an opportunity to expand to these states like

Hyderabad or North Malabar or other places? How come you didn’t open
branches in those cities?

NC:

At that time?

VN:

At that time only. Now I know you have branches.

NC:

At that time [it was] not possible. I was the only son. When my father

died in 1953, I was only fourteen or fifteen years old. There was no other
person [to manage another shop]. You see, ours is a conservative family. If
there is a shop, my father used to say, one proprietor must be there. There may
be some relatives, family members, present there. At that time I had no idea
about that and at that age I had no confidence. After my sons came into the
business, we opened shops in other states, also. Up to 1985, there was only one
shop because my grandfather used to tell me, “See, if you go to the shop at
8:30 in the morning you have to be there until closing time; and you are only
allowed to go to take meals or coffee. Otherwise you should be there only.” If
it is like that, then you can’t open a showroom because I have to spend all the
time in the showroom. Even now I am spending maximum time in my shop.
Now my sons and granddaughter, they are looking after other branches.
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VN:

What about other expansions that you thought about: going into

something related to silks, maybe other kinds of apparel or fabrics?

NC:

One thing that happened in my father’s and grandfather’s time was the

Second World War, between 1939 and 1945. At that time, they were selling
one sari at 18 rupees and it went up to 140 rupees; nearly seven times more.
They got huge profits at that time. Indeed, they saw much more money in a
year or two at that time. So they went into [the] cinema business: distributing
pictures [films], also in Rangoon [earlier name for Yangon in Myanmar]. In
those days, Afghanistan, Pakistan, West Bengal, Burma, Ceylon, and India all
had one parliament in Delhi. So going to Rangoon was just like going to
Mumbai or Calcutta. When they sent the films [from] here to Rangoon, the
Second World War started. The ship didn’t reach the Rangoon port. Whatever
capital they put into the business was totally gone. After that, my father was
against starting any business not related to our [main] business. We were doing
silk sari retail business only.

VN:

You have been much more successful than your competitors. What are

the reasons for this?
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NC:

I wanted to bring this up as well. When I was in the 9th standard, my

Tamil teacher was Narayanaswamy Iyer. On the very first day, to increase our
vocabulary, he told us to go to the library to read books. It could be in Tamil or
English. So I went to the library. But I couldn’t identify what to read. When I
explained this to the librarian, he selected two books for me. The first was
Mahatma Gandhi’s Satya Sodhanai [Experiments with Truth] and the second
was Ramakrishna Paramahamsa’s Mozhi Amutham.
Once I finished reading them, I thought to myself that Mahatma Gandhi
had adopted two principles when he was fighting for the nation’s freedom:
truth and ahimsa [nonviolence]. I decided that I would adopt truth and honesty
as my guiding principles when I joined this trade. And when I started working
in Nalli, I realized that this shop was already operating with these principles.
My grandfather and father both believed that we should not lie. Even today
many people do not believe that it is possible to run a business without lying.
But that is how we have been doing business. [As a result,] our customers have
faith in us; if Nalli states something then it must be correct. Secondly, even
during my grandfather’s time, when we did not have many sari varieties, we
always labeled our saris. Now, with many varieties—silk, silk-polyester, pure
zari [silver or gold threads], German zari, half-fine zari, etc.—we still use
computer-printed labels for each of them. So customers can understand the
reasons for variations in price. They have faith in us and pay the price but we
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want them to understand why they would be paying a higher price for a
specific sari.
When I visited the U.S. in 1968, I saw an advertisement in Life
magazine. The advertisement was for a brand of bananas. It described a
perfect banana—light golden in color with pin-sized black spots; according to
the ad, a banana that looked like that was suitable for consumption. The
advertisement did not even mention where customers could buy their product.
This seemed like the right practice—to educate customers and allow them to
decide. The best principle is to be truthful. And on quality, my grandfather
would never compromise on that. Now we refer to weight in grams, but in
those days we used to call them palam or veesai. My grandfather used to say
that the actual weight [of the zari in the sari] could be in excess, but not fall
short of what we were telling our customers. The third was price. We need a
nominal profit, so our prices were set in such a way as to deliver a minimum
profit. And my grandfather was satisfied with that minimum profit. Then it
was innovation in manufacturing. If there was anything new, my grandfather
would come forward to try it first. I want to tell you about one incident. Until
1921, only vegetable dyes were used in India for cotton or silk. Or maybe there
were chemical dyes for cotton. Then Ciba company introduced chemical dyes
for silk.

Their MD [managing director] from Switzerland, [a] chemical

engineer, and their dealer from Govindappan Naicken Street came to
Kancheepuram. They went to a big [sari] shop, P. S. Kandhaswamy Muthu.
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He [owner of the shop] directed them to my grandfather. He told them, “If you
want to try such things, there’s a person called Chinnasamy who may be able
to help you; I’ll introduce you to him.”
They were introduced to my grandfather. In those days, people would
not typically disclose details about their dyeing department, though in those
days we also did not have that many color options. For instance, to get
crimson, they would add a particular seed to the dye. Nonetheless, they
wouldn’t allow anyone to see the dyeing process.
The Ciba representatives had developed a new method. They requested
us to show them our dyeing system first. And we agreed. We showed the
dyeing process for one particular color. This process began in the morning and
it took half a day. The Ciba people waited patiently. They are used to certain
climatic conditions and despite that they sat next to the stove throughout to
observe the dyeing process. Even we find it difficult to sit there for more than
fifteen minutes. We took it out, arranged to dry the silk, and then showed them
the color after it had dried. When they saw the color that we wanted, they
mixed and measured some powder and then completed the dyeing process. Our
process took half a day, and their process took a half-hour. Once they
completed [it], they asked us to check if the color matched what we wanted. It
was acceptable to the person who was responsible for dyeing. Now we had to
check if it was acceptable to the weaver. They left the silk to dry in the shade
and then came back the next day. They asked the weaver to set [the] dyed yarn
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on the loom. Usually, the weaver can weave about nine to ten inches in three
hours. The Ciba representatives asked the weaver if there was any difference in
the yarn. And the weaver confirmed that it was exactly like the yarn from the
earlier dyeing process. So both matched and it was over. Everything was OK.
This was the first time that this process was introduced in India, by my
grandfather. Then in a few weeks, everyone switched to the new process since
it was easier. He was open to trying out new things. It was in his nature. This
was in manufacturing.
On the marketing side, you are probably aware that they introduce saris
bearing new names every year during Deepavali [a Hindu festival]. In 1911,
we were not the proprietors. We were only weavers. And what we had woven
was named “Durbar Border.” In 1947, India became independent. To mark the
occasion, we designed a [sari] border that resembled the Indian tricolor flag. It
was named “National Border.” It was very successful. Then with the arrival of
sound film [talkies] in 1934, one of the sari borders was called “Thyaga
Bhoomi” [Land of Sacrifice] after a famous Tamil film. I came in 1956, and in
1961, they named a sari “Paalum Pazhamum Kattam” [Milk-Fruit Checks] and
“Then Nilavu” [Honey Moon] border. There is a thirty-year cycle. The designs
that were prevalent thirty years ago are back in vogue now. That’s because this
generation is new. The designs that were popular during their mother’s and
grandmother’s time may not have been seen by this generation, so they appear
new. So the Paalum Pazhamum Kattam that was introduced in the 1930s came
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back in the 1960s. It didn’t return in the 1990s but it has come back now, as
before. In this manner we have been pioneering the process of branding or
naming of new designs.
The next thing is yardage. Typically the length of a sari is nine yards.
But if you look at our saris, they will be nine and three-fourth yards or even ten
yards. My grandfather insisted that the sari should not fall short even by an
inch. He did not want the shop to gain a bad reputation. So often our nine-yard
saris were nine and three fourth yard. This was a standard procedure for us.
But now many of them do this and call it “Premium Yardage.”
At one stage, when we could no longer manufacture everything that
was needed, we gave outside contracts. We were particular about the type of
silk and zari that was purchased and used in our saris. There’s a village called
Sidlagatta. They have the best silk in the whole world. Similarly, when it
comes to zari, there’s a brand of zari called Napoleon in Surat, which is the
best in India. You could also say that it is the best in the world. I’ll discuss it
further on another occasion. Essentially people who initially manufactured and
sent zari from France could not compete with Surat in terms of prices. So Surat
[zari] can be called the best in the world. So we specifically purchased a
particular type of silk and a particular type of zari. And the weight of the zari
had to be 12 palams or 420 grams; it could be 425 grams but not 415 grams.
We had such conditions and we checked these before accepting the
consignment. On a daily basis, even today, a supervisor visits all our weaving
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centers. Even if a minor difference is observed, measures are taken to rectify it
on the spot.
Since we concentrate so much on this, our quality never differs. Each
and every sari is checked by me before it is sent to the sales counter. This was
the case when even my grandfather and father were running the business. We
are in business because of our quality. And we do not want to jeopardize this
so we insist on checking every sari.
Around 1935 or so, when there was a wedding at a judge or doctor’s
house, then they would say, “Call Narayanaswamy” [Chetti’s grandfather]. In
those days, the Muhoortham sari [sari worn by the bride during the most
auspicious time of the wedding day] would be selected by the family. This
might seem really detailed but I want to explain how our business was
established. At the time of purchase, they would bring their family members.
If they approved the Muhoortham sari, then they would buy the rest of the saris
[for the wedding] from us. This process can be quite tense; similar to when
you’re awaiting the results from an examination. We don’t know whose sari
they will select. But once they select the main sari, then they will buy the rest
from the same person. And it is not necessary that we have to take the saris to
their house; they will directly come to the shop to see the saris.
After they visited the shop to purchase saris, my father would attend to
all their wedding needs from A to Z. There were no marriage halls in those
days but houses used to be large—almost on [a] half-acre or three-fourths acre
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of land. My father used to bring the person to erect the pandal [fabricated tentlike structure]. He used to arrange the wedding caterers. There was a specific
chef, Appasamy Iyer, who was considered the best at that time. My father used
to bring him. There were special flower garlands just for weddings. They’re
called Muhoortham Malai [wedding garland]; they are different from regular
garlands; the fresh flowers in the wedding garlands are strung together much
more closely. There was a famous flower shop called Ambika Flowers in Jam
Bazaar. My father used to purchase the garlands from this shop for our
customers. Similarly, in those days, there were no foam or Dunlop pillows.
There was a shop called Marriage Beds in T. Nagar; they were located in the
same place that Lalitha Jewelry [now] sits.

They were specialists in

manufacturing beds. That way my father was entrusted with full responsibility
for all the wedding arrangements. The head of the [customer’s] family would
tell my father that he would have to take similar charge for future weddings,
too. The head of the family would instruct that all wedding saris be bought at
the [Nalli] shop and then Narayanasamy would take care of the remaining
arrangements.
Those additional services that we offered brought us many more
customers. Nowadays there are wedding or event planners; but in those days,
the customer might be a doctor but he didn’t know anything about wedding
planning. If they had a prior wedding in the family, then they might have some
knowledge. So that’s why they would entrust my father with all the
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responsibility. My father became well known in this way; he would also attend
the wedding reception; all the wedding guests were mostly his customers. This
service helped our shop acquire a set of “permanent” customers.

VN:

Did your competitors not offer this? Was their quality different? How

and why were they not as successful?

NC:

As for silk saris, in my opinion, I don’t think they were as concerned

about quality. They generated a lot of designs. “Designer saris” as a term
didn’t exist thirty years ago. I think the competition has been only focused on
designs. However, even when we created new designs, we still ensured that
quality was not compromised. When giving orders to weavers, we insist that
the product has to be of a certain quality, then we ask them for designs; only if
they meet these two conditions, do we accept the product. I think this system
only exists in our shop.
My father used to state that it was OK if our product was priced higher,
say even by one rupee; and it was OK if customers felt that prices in Nalli were
more. [There is] no harm in that. But they should not [have a reason] to say
that they don’t like our quality. The product is priced in such a way that we
make a profit and you cannot blame us for that. But if the quality is inferior…
customers have confidence when they buy at Nalli. We sell at a fixed price.
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Irrespective of [who the] shopper [is], be it an adult or a child, they will pay the
same price. We guarantee the same price to all our customers.
In the past, there were only code words to indicate price. The salesmen
would quote the price according to the code. And then sometimes they would
also offer [a] 5 to 10 percent discount. But none of this existed when I came
on board. In fact [this practice] wasn’t there during my father’s time either.
My grandfather instructed that we should price according to what was
absolutely necessary for a profit. Nothing more and nothing less. Customers
were also happy with the fixed price. My customers once told me that they
typically would spend [a] half-hour to select a sari and then forty-five minutes
bargaining down the price. With fixed prices, they can now use that time to
select saris. They found it more convenient. So we introduced fixed prices in
1965. It became successful.

VN:

In the last ten, fifteen, twenty years, what has changed in your

business? What changes have you seen?

NC:

In the earlier days, when customers visited our shop, they used to weigh

the sari. A heavier sari was considered to be better quality. Quality was the
most important criteria for customers. Colors, design, etc. were secondary.
There were very few types of silk saris, and the color palette was basic: there
were five to six colors that were available. There were a few “double colors”
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like “Krishna Mega Varnam” [color of clouds], “Kunkumam” color
[vermillion], mercury color, etc. There were no other colors. Now, almost 75
percent of customers want something unusual and different.

We are

considered to be a traditional retailer of saris. Nearly thirty years ago, almost
all the saris that we had in the shop could be considered traditional saris. What
I mean by “traditional” is that, say if the sari was light green in color, then the
sari’s border was mango yellow. That was the pre-fixed color combination.
They wouldn’t change that. They wouldn’t switch the color contrast [change
the sari to mango yellow and sari border to light green] either. But now there
are so many changes. Every sari has a different design. Designs have become
easier to create with the entry of computers. During my time, there might have
been nearly 20,000 looms in Kancheepuram. But there were only two families
in all of Kancheepuram that created designs. How did they manage with just
two families? Well, it required nearly twenty-five to thirty days to create one
sari. So one loom manufactured about twelve saris a year. And the designs
usually were in trend for a minimum of five years, so if you set the loom to a
particular design then there was no need to change that design for the next five
years. So production was possible with just two families creating the designs.
Now it is not like that. They change the design for each and every sari.
The means are available. There is a jacquard box. In those days, you had to
adjust the looms by hand to change the design. If you see a loom, you’ll know
what I’m referring to. And you cannot change the looms until you have woven
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at least twenty-four saris. In one day, at maximum productivity, they could
weave about half a yard, and even if they worked eight hours in a day, it would
still take about twelve days to weave six yards. Now, with computers, you can
create complex designs. And you can feed this design or drawing into the
jacquard loom, and by the same afternoon or evening, you’ll get the punched
card to set in the loom. Earlier it took about seven days to create a design.
Today, after creating one sari, you can remove that card and change your
design.
Plus with children being taught computers from standard one, we can
easily request someone who has completed 12th standard to draw, for instance,
a lotus flower or a peacock on the computer. And they can do this easily. You
don’t need to be an artist to create these designs. You can do this if you know
how to operate a computer. So we are no longer dependent on those two
families. So if a master weaver has, say, ten looms, then with the help of a
computer and an assistant, he can directly create these designs.
These are some of the big changes in this business. We couldn’t have
imagined these changes then. There are many more possibilities in terms of
design. Now everyone is concentrating on that. And others don’t value quality
as much as we do.
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VN:

You talked about how computers have increased possibilities. At the

same time, weavers and their second generation also have many possibilities.
Some of them might want their sons to become [software] programmers.

NC:

Yes, that has happened. I must talk about that. Say if there are 10,000

weavers currently in Kancheepuram, then twenty years later, there’ll only be
5,000. That’s because they will grow old and stop weaving. And the next
generation won’t enter this industry. In those days, no one valued education. It
was sufficient if they merely completed 5th standard. This is based on my
experience in Kancheepuram. Basic literacy and numeracy skills were
sufficient then. And once you had achieved that, you would be pulled out of
school and put behind a loom.
Now they might see their neighbor’s son doing well; employed in a
software company after completing his education and drawing a big salary; so
they will tell their children to do the same. Motivated by their parents, the
children also work hard. They are smart children and they know how to utilize
the opportunity that has been given to them.

We weren’t given those

opportunities. So we didn’t have a chance to display our intelligence. But now,
if you take my extended family, the next generation is mostly in America.
I only have one worry. I worry that the art [tradition of weaving] may
just disappear. Now your son will not enter this vocation. Then there’s also no
one left to train the next generation either to continue this tradition. How will
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the son be able to teach when he himself doesn’t know the art? So there will
come a time when they have to refer to this [weaving] as something that took
place in the past. That is my only worry.

VN:

Is automation at all possible? Or is this something that can only be

done by hand?

NC:

Only by hand. In 1991, with globalization [liberalization of the Indian

economy], it was possible to send anything from anywhere to any other place.
The [Indian] government gave us permission to import from anywhere. Then
China was the largest manufacturer of silk in the world. We in Nalli were
getting our silk from them. It wasn’t necessary that they had to send it as yarn;
they could export it as fabric. They sent a small committee to India to find out
what is mostly sold here. We mostly wear saris. So they took a few samples
from here and there. First they came to Kancheepuram, since it is popular.
They also took one or two weavers with them. They went and tried it there
[China] but it did not work out. Contrast borders are not possible on power
looms. Butta [a commonly used design] is not possible to create at all. So they
dropped that idea. But during their visit, they went to a government weaving
factory in Mysore, which was entirely power loom. Since they [Chinese] too
have power looms, they decided to try that and took along a sample. The
Mysore crepe sari has a one-inch border and stripes on one end; and you can
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create them in colors of your choice. But they made two mistakes. I know
about this because they came to me directly... Those who buy crepe saris prefer
them because they are light-weight saris. You know [the] Madras climate. No
matter how sunny it is, you’ll need a silk sari to attend a marriage, reception, or
go to the beach or visit a temple. If it’s a wedding, then it’s a Kanchipuram
silk sari. For the reception function, an Arani silk sari was preferred. If it’s
dinner at a friend’s house, then a thin-bordered light weight crepe sari. There
are different saris for different occasions but basically, they are all silk saris.
They didn’t understand this properly. So they ended up creating a crepe
sari that was similar in weight to the heavy Kanchipuram saris. Moreover, they
made another big mistake. India is the only manufacturer of zari in the world.
And that too only in Surat. The place in France near Paris that taught them how
to manufacture it—I can’t recall the name of the place—also doesn’t
manufacture it now. They only have the machines but they don’t manufacture
anymore. These people [Chinese] were not interested in buying zari from us
and exporting the sari back, so they went to Japan and created a “metallic zari”
that was as thick as twine. Our zari is barely visible to the naked eye. Then
they wrapped it in some plastic. Because of this, the parts that had zari in the
sari were higher (or set at a different height), so pleating the sari became
difficult. Without realizing this, they manufactured the sari. Their pricing was
similar to ours.
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I pointed out the problems to them: first, the weight of the sari; then the
problems with pleating. On a sample basis, we ordered one hundred saris.
Customers here are usually fond of “foreign made” products. So we stuck
“Made in China” labels on these saris. But we were only able to sell one sari.
We were unable to sell the others. They couldn’t hold their own against the
competition. So they stopped manufacturing them. This might be useful for
students to know.
Similarly, in Surat, they manufacture polyester saris. Around 1992–93,
there was a merchant on the train who had come from Singapore to purchase
these saris. I was surprised about his visit. Usually if we need anything, we go
to Singapore to buy them. If our friends visit Singapore, we request them to
buy Lady Hamilton saris or Ruby Queen saris. He said that I was stuck in the
past. He explained that those saris were no longer popular. Surat saris had
overtaken the Japanese varieties. There was a wide range of saris from Surat;
they were priced between Rs 80 and 350. On the other hand, the others [saris
manufactured in Japan] had one price: Rs 450. And in Surat, you wouldn’t find
the same designs after two months. The others changed their designs once in
five years. When customers were presented with both options, they picked up
these [Surat varieties] and didn’t touch the others. Ruby Queen almost came to
the stage of being shut down. They didn’t think they could be financially
viable based out of Japan, so they shifted to Korea. Even then they were not
able to compete on prices with them [Surat]. They sold their mill completely to
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Surat. Lady Hamilton is also in a similar state. The merchant mentioned that
they too might shut down before I return to Singapore. The reason that I’m
mentioning this is because when it comes to competition, Indians are very hard
working; they’re intelligent and no one can defeat them.
One more incident that I want to mention is connected to the business.
Until 1922, we were importing zari from France, from a place called Lyon.
Once after 1991, when we had permission to import anything, I was on a
Lufthansa flight, seated next to a man who was going to Lyon. I asked him
whether he could do me a favor. I explained that we had been importing zari
from Lyon until ’22. However, there were no records [on our suppliers]. Could
he help locate them and request them to supply zari? The man was a professor.
He took my email. Through him, we were able to locate a supplier who was
the grandson of our earlier supplier. The grandson wrote me a letter. He said
that the company was started in 1861, and they were supplying zari until 1921.
During that time, people from Surat had approached them to set up a zari
machine in Surat. His forefathers helped with the installation and helped them
achieve the right quality. Once the quality in Surat was set, they stopped
receiving orders [for zari]. “India was our only customer. Since we didn’t
receive any orders from India, we shut down the factory. The factory is still
intact. We still have the manufacturing methods and samples in hand.” He
also wrote in his letter that if you send us a sample of what you are looking for
along with the price, I can let you know if we can supply it. So I sent a sample
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and the price. They replied that it would be possible for them to manufacture
as per the sample; however, they won’t be able to supply at the price that we
quoted. He mentioned that it would cost Rs 1000–1500 more. How could we
agree to that? So they didn’t get the order.
The point that I’m trying to make is that even those who taught us the
techniques are unable to compete with us on price and quality. We are not
lagging in any way but we haven’t been given a fair chance to compete. If we
had started running the race along with others, then we would have come first.
But they were terrified about permitting competition, fearing the local industry
may not grow. Of course, a two year old needs to be taken care of, but you
can’t continue holding their hand forever. There was no negative impact on
the market from opening up the economy. The reason that I’m mentioning this
is because there are many things that we could have done but we were not
permitted to do. But only we are permitted to work to our capabilities because
of restrictions placed on trade and industry under the license-permit-quota
government.

VN:

Tell me about your business. How has liberalization, globalization,

opening up the economy affected your business?

NC:

I can’t say that it has been affected…
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VN:

Not affected, changed.

NC: As I mentioned earlier, there was no negative impact on domestic
production. Outside India, we depend on NRIs [non-resident Indians]. When
NRIs visit, they calculate prices in their own currency. So when a sari worth
Rs 2000 may seem good to us, they opt for a Rs 20,000 sari. But we were
affected twice. First when the Twin Towers fell in 2001. We saw a difference
that very month.

Many NRIs did not come to India to make purchases.

Similarly, the main season for NRIs is December. They come to attend the
music festival. We saw a difference that season. And then there was an
economic recession. I don’t remember whether it happened before or after
[September 11th 2001]; maybe in 1998 and 2000; it happened twice. That time,
too, we were affected. For example, usually when NRIs come they’ll say,
“Don’t worry about the price; just pick what you like.” But this changed and
then they would say, “Select something that is Rs 7000.” I’m just giving an
example. They felt hesitant to spend. That was the impact.
But this was not caused by our economy being liberalized; it was a
result of their economy suffering.

They were in a recession.

We could

immediately tell that they were in a recession. We could see the difference in
spending.
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VN:

Child labor regulations were introduced in India. I heard that this

resulted in some loss of skills to weavers. Is this true? Can you explain that?

NC:

We have come to a situation where the method to manufacture a

product has changed. Usually you have two people working one loom to
weave a sari. As I mentioned earlier, there is a flip-flop border technique. The
main weaver cannot do this by himself. So he needs a helper, and if you look
at the loom set-up, only a child will be able to sit in the required position;
adults won’t be able to fit in there. For this reason, they use children to help.
It serves a dual purpose: they learn the skill and the work gets completed.
This brought up the issue of child labor. We argued that if a child was
being employed and being paid a salary then that’s child labor; but when a
child is helping his father, how can that be considered labor? If the father wants
his son to miss an hour of school and help him, how can that be child labor?
The American culture is different; our culture is different. Here if a father asks
the child, the child is happy to oblige; it’s an honor and the child will be happy
to fulfill it. They won’t take it that way there. They might say, “My father is
harassing me.” So according to our culture and tradition, this is not wrong. It
also doesn’t qualify as labor. It is a father-son issue. However, it didn’t work
out.

But as a result of this, there are fewer saris that use this flip-flop,

popularly called double-side border technique.

And there are almost no
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contrast borders [in saris]. I mentioned earlier that there is a thirty-year cycle
for designs. Now in thirty-years if we want contrast borders, where do we go?

VN:

So they don’t know how to weave that?

NC:

It’s not a question of knowing. Only a young person or a child can sit in

that spot to work the loom. It will be difficult for adults. They can adjust and
sit but it is easier for children. And it serves two purposes: teaching and
getting the work done. That’s why this system [sari weaving process] cannot be
done in a factory. People will collect the yarn, zari, and designs; weave at
home; and then bring back the finished product. The whole family contributes
to the process. His wife will have to roll up the yarn; when you come to the
butta parts in the design, someone will have to create that in the yarn. If there
are any twelve- or thirteen-year-old children at home, then they will help with
the double-side border technique. Only if the entire unit works can you create
the sari. If they employ salaried workers, then most of what they get will go
towards wages; hardly anything will be left for them. Every profession has its
opportunities and challenges, and this is one such. I think a time might come
when they will give permission [to engage children in the profession] like
before.
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VN:

Next is your expansion. Your flagship store is in Chennai. Now you

have expanded all over India, even outside India. When did you start your
expansion? Are you going to continue this? What are your plans?

NC:

We never thought of opening any branches until 1985. I mentioned that

we were conservative. My father used to tell me that I had to sit in the shop
from morning. So we never thought about branches at that time. Only after my
sons came into the business did we started thinking of opening branches in
Madurai, Trichy [Tiruchirapalli], Coimbatore, Tirunelveli [all cities in Tamil
Nadu], and then in Singapore. Other than [the shops] in Madras City, my son
oversees all the other branches in Tamil Nadu. The next generation—my
granddaughter studied at Harvard University and then worked with McKinsey.
Now she is here. But after having worked sixteen hours a day, she feels that
there is no work to do in Nalli. Now she has joined another company. Maybe
when they take more responsibility for the business, they might grow the
company and open many more branches.
If we start another branch, we need to have the confidence that we can
run that branch without any mistakes. I don’t think I had that courage in my
heart. My sons did that bravely. They professionally staffed and managed the
operations. I would have insisted that I directly oversee the branches. But they
employed the right people with the necessary qualifications. Today we have
twenty-seven branches. And the next generation is likely to do more.
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VN:

Are there any changes that you are planning to introduce? How do you

think the business will change?

NC:

My trade depends on festivals and wedding seasons. You know that

silk saris and jewelry are all compulsory for weddings in India. Weddings are
not possible without them. This won’t change. Similarly, there is always a
demand for silk saris because it is part of our tradition. I mentioned earlier that
no matter what the occasion—weddings, receptions, visiting temples, going to
the beach, visiting friends—people need saris. They might wear a grand sari
for a wedding; a light sari for a reception; a crepe sari for going out. And this
demand will continue [as long as] we have the sun and moon.
There are designer saris now. The colors, designs, and combinations
for these are rapidly changing.

We have to prepare ourselves for these

varieties. We need to follow them and keep pace with these changes, or we
could very soon fall behind. So we are carefully tracking what customer
demand for these looks like and we are trying to meet that demand. We are
also looking at places of manufacturing for these designer saris, which are all
over India. This is one area where we need to be cautious. We have to stay
alert or else we will fall behind and lose business. Other than that, I don’t see
any major changes.
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VN:

The Indian economy is growing fast. Per-capita income is also growing.

Population is also expanding. Demand for high-end silk saris, wedding saris, is
also growing or will grow fast. Will you be able to meet that demand,
especially if the number of weavers is reducing? Do you think the government
will be able to help? Or do you think as an industry you should do something?
What do you think the future is going to be?

NC:

There is a probability that we will see the scenario you are describing.

Thirty years ago, production was high and demand was comparatively low. So
selling required a lot of effort then. But with the next generation [of weavers]
completing their education and seeking other employment opportunities,
production has reduced. And now demand and supply are more or less at the
same level. It’s possible that in a few years, for the same level of demand or
higher, production will drop, and there will be a mismatch. At that point, we
will face the challenge that you are describing. For example, we may even see
a scenario where if a person requested a sari of a particular color for a
wedding, we tell them that we’ll arrange it for them in two days [instead of
purchasing the sari at the shop immediately], because production is
continuously reducing.
One of the ways that they are meeting the increase in demand, at least
for saris priced between Rs 1000 and 3000, is by producing them in power
looms. This increases the number of saris being produced. But costly saris,
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particularly wedding saris, can only be woven in hand looms. It’s not possible
to produce them in power looms at all. The number of looms for wedding saris
has not decreased because weavers receive good wages for them. Where we
see a decrease is in looms for saris that are in the range of Rs 2000–3000. Here
wages are low, so they [weavers] switch to power looms where, again, they
receive more wages. The weavers receive training in hand looms and then
switch to power looms. Still, there are some customers who insist on handloom saris. In the future it may take, say, three days to supply this. This
happens to some extent even now.

VN:

Are you making any effort to train more weavers? Or is the government

doing anything to train more weavers?

NC:

No, but if a person has an opportunity to study further and pursue a

better job, then I don’t believe it is fair to hold them back in weaving.

VN:

No, but it is possible to bring people from other professions into

weaving. You could bring in new weavers and not just focus on traditional
weavers.
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NC:

That’s correct.

Someone weaving cotton lungis [traditional men’s

garment] could be trained and brought into this. They will get more wages.
That can be done. And that’s reasonable.

VN:

Who has to do this? Will it be done by your industry? Or will this be

done with the help of the government? Who will provide this training?

NC:

It can be done by the industry. For a long time, Kancheepuram was the

only center for silk saris. There was no competition. Even today, Kanchipuram
is the main center for double yarn, a special type of weaving. You won’t find
this even in Benares [another famous silk weaving center in north India]. In
Arani [a small town in Kancheepuram district], the weavers there were making
lungis. There’s not a lot of difference between lungis and saris. Coarse yarn is
used to make lungis and fine yarn is used to make saris, and the latter has to be
handled with care. That’s all. The weavers in Arani did not have the doubleyarn weaving capacity or expertise. In 1935–40, they were trained and they
developed the skills to weave light-weight saris [such as crepe silk, etc.].
Similarly, we can train some of these weavers in double-yarn weaving
techniques also. They are currently testing some of this at a small scale.

VN:

A new government has come to power in India. What are your hopes

and aspirations for them? What changes do you expect to see?
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NC:

The new government has proved it in Gujarat. I told you two stories

earlier, right? Two years ago, Narendra Modi, then the Chief Minister of
Gujarat, was delivering a speech in Chennai. The occasion was the release of
one of his books in Tamil translation. I was also one of the speakers. I spoke in
Hindi. I spoke of an incident in Surat when he was CM [Chief Minister of
Gujarat] when they [French/foreign producers of zari] couldn’t sell the zari at
their [producers in Surat] price. Similarly for polyester saris, Lady Hamilton
and another company had to shut down their factories as they were unable to
compete with them [producers in Gujarat]. And in diamonds they are world’s
number one. Amsterdam has lost its place.
I feel everything is in line with trade and business. The British came
[to India] only for trade but they held on to the place. If business is good, then
everything else is bound to be good. If I had two hundred looms instead of one
hundred, then that just means an extra one hundred families have jobs. In this
manner, I expect India will improve and progress. I hope the benefits that
Gujarat reaped [while Modi was CM] will now become available to the rest of
India.

VN:

Very good. Thank you.

